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WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN A CONTRACTOR

HIRING A PATIO CONTRACTOR

Putting an enclosure around your pool or patio can help keep it free of dirt, 

leaves, pollen, bugs, debris and other annoyances. However, before you 

begin soliciting bids for your next enclosure, it’s important to know about 

the patio contractor used in the construction of your enclosure. 

You may think it’s as simple as picking up the phone and hiring the first 

contractor who answers your call. However, we’ve heard too many stories of 

homeowners getting ripped off by local patio contractors.  That’s why we’ve 

put together this ebook for you.  

Choosing the right patio contractor just a little bit easier.

We’ve broken down the book into 4 sections:

- 8 questions to ask a patio contractor

- Understanding the materials for your pool or patio screen enclosure

- Choosing which Phifer Screen is right for you?

- Factors that Determine Pool Screen Enclosure Cost

- BONUS - Checklist for Building a Screen Enclosure
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8 QUESTIONS TO ASK A                     
PATIO CONTRACTOR
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1. Do you specialize in constructing patio screen enclosures?
Saying you can build something is different than actually producing a completed 
project. Look for a contractor who specializes in designing and building pool and patio 
screen enclosures. An experienced contractor will deliver exactly what you want 
without hassle.

2. Are you licensed, bonded and insured?
Professional contractors take their work seriously and pursue licenses and insurance to 
show their credibility and knowledge. By making sure you are working with a licensed 
contractor, you can rest assured that they more likely to follow state rules and building 
codes. Thereby making sure that your project finishes in a timely manner.

3. What will you provide when you bid on this job?
Ask each patio contractor for a set of plans and specifications for comparison. You can 
use this information to see if everyone offers the same or similar plans and how the bids 
differ from one to another. The more detail you receive, the better. Your estimate is a set 
of plans that tells you what you will receive for the money you pay.

4. How quickly can you show me a detailed contract before work begins?
You’ll definitely want a detailed contract before any work takes place. The contract 
should cover costs, installation items, project specifications and any warranty 
information if it’s applicable. Read the contract carefully, and make sure that both 
parties agree on everything before work begins.

5. What hours do you plan to work, and how many staff members will be present 
on the job?
Workers may show up at your home around 7 a.m., but you would prefer it if they came 
an hour later. If you have a specific work schedule in mind, tell the contractor before the 
project starts.
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6. Do you need me to do anything during the construction phase?
Find out if you need to move your car out of the way or clear certain items off the patio 
before work begins. If you’re not at home during construction, you may have to leave 
the gate unlocked or move the family pet indoors.

7. Will inclement weather delay the project?
If rain is in the forecast during your job, it might cause a delay in production. The goal 
should be to finish a project as well as provide a save working environment for the 
installers. Reputable contractors will make sure to do both.

8. Do you have any customer reviews or testimonials?
ALWAYS check consumer websites and verify if other consumers have had problems 
with a local contractor. Enter the name of any company in a search engine like Google 
and verify its existence. All legitimate businesses in this field are registered with 
Florida’s Division of Business and Professional Regulation. DuLando Screen & 
Awning, Inc. has been building quality pool enclosures in Florida since 1968.



UNDERSTANDING MATERIALS                              
FOR YOUR POOL OR PATIO 

SCREEN ENCLOSURE
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High-quality construction materials can help your enclosure stand up to the rigors of 
Florida’s hurricane-force winds and corrosive sea air.
All patio and screen enclosure companies should build according to Florida building 
code specification of engineering in each zoned area. So depending on where you live 
in Florida, the building codes might be a bit different. Make sure your chosen enclosure 
contractor is well versed in your area’s building code regulations.
Here are a few of the quality materials Dulando Screen & Awning build their patio or 
pool screen enclosures.

Framing
Stainless steel and wood are common building materials, but neither material is a good 
option for an outdoor screen enclosure. Both materials are vulnerable to the elements, 
especially in the salty sea air around New Smyrna Beach. We use aluminum framing to 
build the structures for our outdoor enclosures. Aluminum has many qualities that make 
it an ideal material for patio and pool screen enclosures; it’s cost-effective, strong, light, 
environmentally friendly and resistant to corrosion.

Aluminum Panels
If you’re adding an enclosure around your porch or patio, you might need to extend the 
roofline of your home. Insulated aluminum panels are an ideal choice for the roofing 
material, and at Dulando we use high-quality Structall insulated panels to build the 
roofs for our pool and patio screen enclosures. The built-in insulation helps keep your 
patio cool in the summer and warm in the winter, and it helps to muffle the sounds of 
Florida’s summer rains. In addition, the panels come in a variety of styles and finishes 
to fit with the style of any home. We can even install shingles on these panels to help 
them blend in with your current roof.

Fasteners
The quality of the fasteners is an important consideration when constructing an outdoor 
enclosure. Zinc fasteners are common and inexpensive, but they are quite vulnerable to 
corrosion. Stainless steel is another popular material; it’s less vulnerable to corrosion, 
but stainless steel will still rust with enough exposure to Florida’s salty air. There’s also 
a more expensive premium-grade stainless steel fastener, but even these fasteners aren’t 
immune to corrosion. In addition, premium stainless steel is a soft alloy, and the heads 
of the fasteners are often damaged while they’re being screwed down.
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Window screens perform their job with just occasional patching, so why not install the
same material around your patio or pool? A reputable screen enclosure contractor will
be the first to point out that plain screens don’t have the durability for year-round
outdoor duty. Phifer screens offer superior, maintenance-free strength, and they give
you real versatility in style and function. Here are the 3 main types of Phifer screens for
your patio or pool enclosure.

Phifer Pet Screen – Keep Pets In and Wildlife Out

If the family pet used a doorbell to
let you know when he wanted in and
out, that back porch screen would
last a lot longer. If Florida critters
didn’t love your barbecue leftovers,
you wouldn’t have to worry about
midnight raids.
Phifer Pet Screen is seven times
stronger than traditional screen and
stands up to it all. Fresh air and your
favorite view are yours to enjoy
without the headache of torn
screens. Homeowners especially
love Phifer Pet Screen for sliding
doors.

Imagine a backyard kitchen with a see-through ceiling and walls that keep out
critters and bugs. Pet screens are even tough enough to handle stray golf balls and
rowdy kids.

CHOOSING YOUR                                                     
PREFERRED PHIFER SCREEN
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Phifer Solar Screen – Enjoy the Rays and Reflect the Heat

You don’t have to give up fresh breezes and 
backyard scenery to beat our Florida heat.

Phifer Solar Screen blocks up to 90 percent of 
heat and glare. Therefore, your patio enclosure 
or sunporch stays cool with plenty of ventilation. 
The heat-busting secret to this type of screen is 
its vinyl-coated polyester material.

Phifer SunTex absorbs heat and dissipates glare 
by as much as 70 percent, and it’s available in 
five natural colors to cover every taste in exterior

design. For the ultimate protection from summer’s hottest days,

Both Phifer screens allow perfect visibility from inside while the Super Solar line adds 
an extra layer of privacy to your enclosure.

Phifer Insect Screen – Beat Bugs and Deflect Dust
Whether you call them sand flees or no-see-ums, tiny biting midges are impossible to 
keep at bay with ordinary screening material. The design of a Phifer insect screen puts 
these pests in their place with a 20 x 20 mesh count that keeps bugs outside of your 
comfort zone. Like all Phifer screens, the material doesn’t interfere with your view or 
love of an evening breeze. The tight mesh construction also filters out airborne dust, 
debris and pollen, so you can breathe easier.
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Pool Enclosures:
It’s not just one thing that determines the total cost of installing a pool screen 
enclosure. Your pool size, shape and location all affect the total cost. Don’t forget 
about the materials you choose for your enclosure, which also affect how much you’ll 
pay in the end.
Pool screen enclosure costs range in price; however, on average, the cost is between 
$6,000 and $8,000 for a 20-foot by 40-foot pool deck with a dome roof. Of course, the 
cost can fluctuate and either increase or decrease depending on the design, materials 
and options. You can save money by installing only what you need to surround your 
pool or spend more money by selecting an elaborate design and the most premium 
options.
Because of those factors, it can cost between $18 to $28 per square foot for a licensed, 
bonded and insured contractor and the materials. Therefore, it’s difficult to give an 
exact price for a pool screen enclosure without first inspecting the space and 
determining the design.

When you receive an estimate for your pool screen enclosure, the costs are broken 
down by labor costs, material costs; it also includes various taxes and a portion of 
the inspection fees required by the city and the local building department. 
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Other common factors in determining the overall pool enclosure price include:

• Debris removal after job completion
• Material and equipment delivery to and from the site
• Site preparation and protecting existing structures and materials
• General contractor fees for supervising the project
• Sales tax for supplies and materials
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Quality materials also affect the price.

Dulando only uses high-quality materials to ensure the longevity of your pool screen 
enclosure. Therefore, we offer Structall Building Systems, which consist of insulated 
panels with metal skins and waterproof seals for durability and energy efficiency. 
Compared to stick-built structures, our building systems cut your heating and cooling 
costs up to 58 percent. Though it may cost more for a higher-quality material, it pays for 
itself in the long run.

Patio Screen Enclosure

The Starting Point
Building a screened patio isn’t like running a race; not everyone starts equally. If you’re 
starting with a blank slate, you’ll have to put in a patio before it can be enclosed, and 
that will add to the total screen enclosure cost of the project. Enclosing an existing patio 
will be less expensive.

Size and Scope
Bigger isn’t always better, but it does tend to be more pricey. Wrapping your patio in a 
larger, more complicated screen enclosure will require more raw materials and more 
man-hours, and both of those things come at a cost. If your budget is tight, building 
something a little smaller with less ornamentation can shave a bit off your patio screen 
enclosure cost.

Roof or Awning?
If your new patio is not already under the roofline of your home, you’ll need to consider 
how it will be topped off. A patio enclosure is more than four screened walls. The type 
of roof you choose affects its price. A traditional roof to match your current home’s roof 
is a popular option. Alternately, some people choose to use an awning. The roof is likely 
to outlast the awning, but it does cost more initially. Check out a few insulated roofing 
designs.
.
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Screening Materials
Today’s screening materials are much more than simple webs of wire. New 
technologies have expanded the possibilities and led to the development of screens that 
deliver an array of useful features. Do you need a pet screen that is tough enough to 
withstand encounters with pets or small children? Would you like a privacy screen that 
keeps nosy neighbors at bay? Are you interested in a solar screen that can protect you 
from the damaging rays of the hot Florida sun? These options exist and can certainly 
add value to your enclosure.

Special Features
After you’ve determined your budget for the actual screen enclosure, don’t forget about 
the special features for your new patio. Adding special features like ceiling fans, 
lighting fixtures or skylights to a basic screen enclosure adds to the cost. Understanding 
the fees involved in incorporating one or more of these extras can help you determine 
whether or not they’ll fit in your budget.
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Whether you’re enhancing your backyard with a pool screen enclosure or patio 
enclosure, you want to create an outdoor living space that’s sure to delight your entire 
household.  After you choose the screen contractor of your choice, but before any 
construction can begin, there are a few tasks that you’ll need to complete. To assist you, 
we’ve put together a checklist for building a screen enclosure.

1. Review your contract.
Please take a few moments to read through the written contract for your project. Verify 
that all the information listed is correct, including the frame color, screen type, number 
of doors and windows, and any other specific details. If something seems to be missing 
or incorrect, please let us know.

2. Provide a survey.
Zoning ordinances and neighborhood codes generally list required setbacks from 
property lines, so when you’re building a screen room, pool cage, screened in porch or 
any other structure, you’ll need to provide a survey of the property. Typically, a copy of 
the property survey is included in the packet of documents that you received when you 
completed the closing proceedings to finalize the purchase of your home. Example of a 
Property Survey.

3. Get approval from your homeowners’ association.
If your neighborhood has a homeowners’ association, an organization charged with 
enforcing the rules and covenants of a residential development, then you’ll need to 
determine whether or not you need the HOA’s approval for your project. If it’s 
necessary, receive the HOA approval before building a screen enclosure. Failure to do 
so could get you in serious trouble with your HOA. Download Sample HOA Form.

BONUS

http://www.newsmyrnabeachscreenenclosures.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/home-survey.jpg
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4. Arrange for a building permit.
A building permit is a must when adding or changing a structure to your property. We’ll 
provide you with the proper building application for your situation. In most cases, this 
form will require an original signature from the property’s owner. Depending on the 
speed with which the organization responsible for approvals processes requests, 
obtaining a building permit may take a few days or a few weeks.

5. File the Notice of Commencement.
In Florida, a Notice of Commencement is required for any improvement valued at more 
than $2,500. We’ll provide you with the document. Once the necessary signatures are 
in place, including the homeowner’s, we’ll see that the document is notarized and 
recorded with the county clerk’s office. A certified copy must also be delivered to the 
appropriate division of building safety before the first inspection is 
performed. Download Notice of Commencement Form

6. Schedule a final review of measurements.
Once all the necessary documentation and approvals have been gathered and are on 
file with our office, a member of our team will visit your property to confirm the 
measurements for your project so that we can begin fabricating your custom screen 
enclosure.
When everything is ready, our licensed and insured installers will get to work. Keep in 
mind that Florida gets a lot of rain or other inclement weather which can create a 
safety hazard and may delay the installation process. After the installation is complete, 
we’ll notify the appropriate agency so that the final inspection can be performed. We 
will place the permit paperwork in a place that is visible so that the inspector can sign 
off on it.

At Dulando Screen and Awning, we consider customer service a priority. We 
understand that it is our responsibility to ensure that all paperwork is completed and 
signed during the installation process. Whether you are building a screened in porch, 
pool cage or patio enclosure, we’re ready to provide any help you need with the 
process. If you have any questions or concerns, don’t hesitate to contact us.

BONUS
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